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OPINION

There needs to be a plan
By Robert Goldman, JD, PsyD
While perhaps well intentioned, the bail
reform act has had drastic consequences for
all those involved. There have been numerous cases of those being arrested only to be
released and commit another crime. Understandably, there has been a call for repealing
the bail reform measures. While this is warranted, the legislature must explore why the
law has failed and not implement draconian
measures in response to the public outrage.
Clearly, there was not enough contemplation in the implementation of the law. Similarly, when New York State began to close
state psychiatric hospitals in the 1960s, there
were no plans in place to provide mental
health services in the community. Consequently, the local jails became the largest inpatient mental health providers in New York.

Some local jails became a place
ported rates of recidivism as high
where those arrested were affordas 75 percent. This is after many
ed an opportunity to have a respite
of the inmates have received serfrom the community. They were
vices while they were incarceratprovided food, shelter, medical,
ed. It is only logical to expect that
mental health and substance abuse
when an arrestee is released withtreatment. These sources are clearout services or a plan in the place,
ly lacking in the community. It has
the likelihood of that individual
been suggested that often people
being arrested is greater than those
Robert Goldman,
JD, PsyD
commit crimes to find safety and
who have received services while
security in jail. Often the knee
in jail.
jerk reaction is to make the jails harder. In
The Criminal Justice community is aware
response, I am reminded of novelist Fyodor of risk factors associated with being rearDostoyevsky, “A society should be judged rested. The revamped legislature needs to
not by how it treats its outstanding citizens consider these factors and provide judicial
but by how it treats its criminals.”
discretion for those situations. At the same
Many of the recidivist have spent more time, there is a presumption of innocence
time in jail than they have in the community. with for those who are arrested. If New York
There is no plan for reentry into the commu- state wants to get serious about criminal jusnity, once an individual serves his jail sen- tice reform, they need to address reentry and
tence. Not surprisingly, local jails have re- build healthy communities that will provide

the same services that are currently present
in jail. But there needs to be a plan.
Note: Dr. Robert Goldman is a licensed
psychologist and attorney. He spent 14 years
working for Suffolk County as a Supervising
Psychologist for Probation, County Mental
Hygiene Services in Riverhead and Yaphank
jails. In his capacity as a supervising psychologist, he conducted extensive court
evaluations, provided psychological treatment and developed restorative justice programs. He is co-chair of the Neuroscience
and the Law Committee. He is also a
member of the Lawyer Helping Lawyers
Committee. Dr. Goldman has lectured for
the Nassau and Suffolk County Bar associations on numerous psychological and legal topics.

VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC

SCTPVA and Distracted Driving Offenses
committed by commercial driver license holders while operating
a commercial motor vehicle have
The Suffolk County Traffic and
been singled out for stricter treatParking Violations Agency have
ment, which will include requests
committed to increasing its enfor driver license suspensions.
forcement and scrutiny of distractThe definition of a commercial
ed driving violations under Vehicle
motor vehicle is found in Transand Traffic Law §1225-c2a for imDavid Mansfield
portation Law §2 (4-a):
proper cell use and §1225-d for use
4-a. “Commercial motor vehicle”
of a portable electronic device.
means any self-propelled or towed
What does this mean for defense counsel
motor vehicle used on a highway in
and their clients? Repeat offenders and violaintrastate, interstate or internationtions committed while operating a commeral commerce to transport passengers
cial motor vehicle will be subject to stricter
or property when the vehicle (a) has
plea-bargaining policies, particularly with
a gross vehicle weight rating or gross
§1225-d offenses.
combination weight of ten thousand
There will be more requests by agency
one pounds or more, whichever is
prosecutors for driver license suspensions or
greater; or (b) is designed or used to
revocations pending prosecution §510 (3a)
transport more than eight passengers
and post-conviction §510 (3d).
Offenses under both sections of the law
including the driver for compensation;
By David Mansfield

or (c) is designed or used to transport
more than fifteen passengers including the driver and is not used to transport passengers for compensation;
or (d) is used in transporting material found by the United States secretary of transportation to be hazardous
under section 5103 of title 49 of the
United States code and transported in
a quantity requiring placarding under
regulations prescribed by such secretary under subtitle B, chapter I, subchapter C of title 49 of the code of federal regulations.
§1225-c (2) (a) prohibits the hand held use
of talking on a mobile telephone except for
§1225-c (3), which includes certain emergency conversations.
The law under §2 (b) indicates that the
operator of any motor vehicle holding a
mobile phone in the vicinity of or in the

proximity of his or her ear while operating
a non-commercial vehicle is in motion is
presumed to be engaged in a call. The presumption is rebuttable.
Please note that a commercial motor vehicle does not have to be in motion.
Experience has shown that the Suffolk
County Traffic and Parking Violations Agency prosecutors will require that the cellphone
billing and usage records sought to be introduced into evidence by the defense to rebut
the presumption must be subpoenaed and
presented in the form of a business record
with a certification of compliance with CPLR
§4518 in order to be admitted into evidence.
The prosecution will oppose the admission
into evidence.
The defense practitioner frequently encounters the issue that the cell phone in question is on a family or business plan where any
(Continued on page 26)

CONSUMER BANKRUPTCY

Bankruptcy Court Strikes Mortgage on Statute of Limitations Grounds
ting in Central Islip, determined
that a mortgagee failed to bring
its foreclosure suit within the sixOne of the trendiest topics in
year statute of limitations after the
foreclosure defense these days is
mortgage was accelerated, and that
whether a mortgage can be strickthe mortgage was therefore no lonen because of the statute of limger valid and enforceable. Barnard
itations. Since many foreclosure
v. Nationstar Mortgage LLC (In
cases brought about 10 years ago
Craig D. Robins
re Kramer), Case No. 18-08002
were dismissed due to having been
(Bankr. E.D.N.Y. Nov. 27, 2019).
improperly filed, mortgagees have
In the early 2000s, many banks would send
been recommencing these suits, many of
which involve periods of no payments ex- notice of default letters to borrowers with
ceeding six years — the statute of limitations wording such as: “If you do not cure the default, the mortgage loan will be accelerated
for collecting on a mortgage.
Consequently, there have been an increas- if the default is not cured within 30 days.”
ing number of decisions addressing whether Some astute foreclosure defense attorneys
the mortgage debt was actually accelerated, presented with this situation thought they
and, if so, whether the statute of limitations had a slam-dunk statute of limitations arguis applicable. Almost all such litigation has ment. They argued that the notice of default
letter accelerated the mortgage and, because
been in state court.
However, this rapidly evolving issue just more than six years elapsed since the date of
spilled over into our very own Bankruptcy the letter, the mortgage was unenforceable,
Court where Judge Robert E. Grossman, sit- thanks to the statute of limitations.
By Craig D. Robins

Those whose cases were pending in the
First Department were quite fortunate: Those
courts ruled in favor of the homeowner.
Meanwhile, here in the Second Department,
in cases involving the exact same letter, the
homeowners lost. As noted by Judge Grossman, “New York intermediate appellate
courts are split on the critical questions about
the ‘start date’ for the statute of limitations.”
New York case law requires that in order
for a notice of default to accelerate the entire mortgage debt, it must be clear and unequivocal. However, there is a split between
the First and Second departments as to how
this applies to the wording in the notice of default letter. The First Department holds that a
notice of default stating that the lender “will
accelerate” after the expiration of a cure period does accelerate the maturity of the loan if
the default is not cured by the deadline. This
is because though the acceleration is based
on a future event, it is a definite event. However, the Second Department holds that the

“will accelerate” language is not “clear and
unequivocal” and therefore does not accelerate the debt as it relates to a future event.
In the Kramer case before Judge Grossman,
the debtor homeowners defaulted on their
mortgage in June 2006. One month later, the
servicer, Countrywide Home Loans, sent a notice of default stating that the loan will be accelerated if the default was not cured by Aug.
7, 2006. The debtors did not cure the default
by the deadline.
In Oct. 2006, the holder of the mortgage
at the time, Wells Fargo, commenced a foreclosure action against the debtors in Suffolk
County Supreme Court. Six years later, in
2012, the parties executed a stipulation of
discontinuance, the stated reason being to
allow Wells Fargo to verify the assignment
chain. The stipulation did not indicate that
the acceleration was being revoked.
Wells Fargo commenced a second foreclosure action in December 2012. However,
(Continued on page 26)
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Vehicle And Traffic (Continued From Page 16)
number of phones may be listed on the bill.
The argument should be that it goes not
to admissibility, but rather creditability as to
whether that was the phone actually being
used by your client.
§1225-d commonly referred to as the anti-texting statute, although experience has
shown that it has become a “looking at the
phone offense” frequently for a GPS, which
is called accessing electronic data which is
by definition much broader.
A person shall not operate a motor vehicle
using any portable electronic device while
such vehicle is in motion. A portable electronic device is defined as any hand held mobile telephone, personal data digital assistant,
hand held device, mobile data access laptop
computer, pager, broadband, personal communications, portable computing device, or
regular electronic device when used to input

and to receive a read text for the present or
future communication.
Using means holding the portable device
while viewing, taking or transmitting images. There is a presumption that a person who
holds an electronic device in a conspicuous
manner is presumed to using it within the
meaning of the law.
Defense counsel must determine in initial
interview or consultation which violation
was charged and to determine if your client
was operating a commercial motor vehicle
and or if any one accused of these offenses
has prior convictions or similar charges reduced within the past 10 years or pending
charges of this nature.
Defense counsel should have their
clients request their lifetime driving records which are now available
to your clients to download online.

https://dmv.ny.gov/dmv-records/how-getmy-own-lifetime-driving-record
The agency’s prosecutor will request a
driver license suspension for anyone convicted of a commercial vehicle offense under
these statutes and ordinary motorists who are
repeat offenders.
Defense counsel should be prepared to argue, especially for a commercial driver as a
first offender that although the offense may
be listed as a serious traffic violation under
§510-a (4a), that a first conviction within a
three year period does not result in an automatic suspension of the commercial driver license under §510-a (3), unless coupled with
a conviction for another serious traffic violation committed in a separate incident within
a three-year period.
Defense counsel, if unsuccessful in opposing the application, must be prepared to re-

quest that the judicial hearing officer make
your client eligible to apply for a restricted-use license which can only be issued in a
non-commercial driver license class, §530 by
writing specific language on the order of suspension that the court has no objection to an
application for a restricted-use license.
Your client is not eligible for a restricted-use license subject to the approval of the
Department of Motor Vehicles under 15 NYCRR Part§135.7 (8) unless the court amends
in writing on the order of suspension.
It is important for defense counsel to anticipate and be able to explain to their clients the
possible driver license or privilege collateral
consequences and be guided accordingly.
Note: David Mansfield practices in
Islandia and is a frequent contributor to
this publication.

Consumer Bankruptcy (Continued From Page 16)
the plaintiff, as named in the complaint, contained an incorrect reference to the trust series.
In other words, the pleadings contained the
wrong plaintiff. This led to the parties executing a stipulation of discontinuance in 2014.
Believing it finally got its act together, Wells
Fargo commenced a third action in January

2017. A month later, the debtors filed their
bankruptcy, staying the foreclosure action.
The Chapter 7 trustee, Ken Bernard,
brought a motion for summary judgment in
an adversary proceeding against the lender
seeking to have the Wells Fargo note deemed
unenforceable. Wells Fargo also sought sum-

mary judgment seeking a determination that
the foreclosure action was properly commenced within the six-year statute of limitations. The parties agreed on the facts.
Judge Grossman addressed this dispute as
being essentially a claims objection — something he stated Bankruptcy Courts are asked
to rule on every day. However, he stated that
the challenge facing the court involved the
application of New York real property and
contract law to the relevant bankruptcy law.
Judge Grossman immediately observed
that there are admittedly divergent opinions
by New York courts, citing the split between
the First and Second departments, and that
the current state of the law is unsettled with
respect to whether such notices of default
constitute an acceleration of the mortgage
debt. He placed a great deal of weight on
some decisions in the Eastern and Southern
districts of New York which follow the First
Department. He therefore determined that
the mortgage was accelerated as of Aug. 7,
2006, which meant the statute of limitations
had lapsed before the mortgagee commenced
the second action.
However, the mortgagee had argued that
the discontinuance of the first action acted to
revoke the notice of acceleration. Although
Judge Grossman pointed out that a lender can
restart the statute of limitations by engaging
in an affirmative act before the statute of limitations expires, he ruled that the mortgagee
had not done so. He also noted that New York
courts were split on this issue as well. He
held that since the 2012 stipulation of discontinuance did not refer to revocation of acceleration, the mortgagee had not revoked ac-

celeration. Thus, Judge Grossman found the
mortgage to be invalid and unenforceable as
a matter of law.
The 36-page decision was replete with
colorful verbiage. The judge referred to the
“human carnage” that courts have been exposed to from the mortgage crisis. He noted
while compassion is an essential element of
the bankruptcy process, creditors must abide
by the rules, just as the borrowers must play
by the rules.
Practical tips: Even if you have a statute
of limitations issue in state court, you should
read Judge Grossman’s Kramer decision,
easily obtained on the court’s website, as it
provides an excellent review of all of New
York’s leading statute of limitations cases, as
well as a summary of the law in such matters.
Also, if you have a case involving a notice of default similar to the one discussed
above and your client is in the Second
Department, you will likely lose in state
court but may prevail in Bankruptcy Court.
Therefore, consider raising this issue in a
bankruptcy proceeding.
Editor’s note: Craig D. Robins, a regular columnist, is a Long Island bankruptcy lawyer who has represented thousands of consumer and business clients
during the past 33 years. He has offices in
Melville, Coram, and Valley Stream. (516)
496-0800. He can be reached at CraigR@
CraigRobinsLaw.com. Please visit his bankruptcy website: www.BankruptcyCanHelp.
com and his Bankruptcy Blog: www.
LongIslandBankruptcyBlog.com.
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